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Abstract 

Simple relationships expressing the dependence of 
relative sampling error in a biomass estimate (from a 
survey) on the statistical characteristics of the fish 
concentration density field and on parameters of the 
survey itself, have been derived with the help of 
mathematical statistics and methods of calculus of 
probabilities. The biomass estimate is determined as 
the product of the average density for the region under 
examination and the area of this region. For a 
hydroacoustic survey, the anisotropy parameters 
correlation radius along transects and coefficient of 
variation serve as field characteristics on which the 
error depends. The direction of the survey with respect 
to the axis of the correlation ellipse and the frequency 
of transects (sections) serve as survey parameters. The 
relationships described here can be used in practice for 
both a posteriori estimation of the error made when 
calculating the biomass, and for survey planning on the 
basis of a priori estimates of the statistical 
characteristics of the concentration density field. 
These might provide a basis for the operative control of 
surveys. 

La statistique mathematique et les calculs de 
probabi lites ont permis d' etablir des relations simples 
expri.mant la dependance de l'erreur relative 
d'echanti.llonnage dans l'estimation de la biomasse UI 
partir d'une prospection) sur les caracteristiques 
statistiques du champ de densite des concentrations de 
poissons et sur les parametres de la prospection meme. 
L'estimation de la biomasse est determinee comme etant 
le produit de la densite moyenne pour la region examinee 
et la superEicie de cette region. Pour une prospect ion 
hydroacoustique, les parametres d'anisotropie, le rayon 
de correlation le long des transects et le coefficient 
de variation servent de caracteristiques de terrain dont 
depend l'erreur. La direction de la prospection quant it 
l'axe de l'ellipse de correlation et la frequence des 
transects (sections) servent de parametres de 
prospection. Les relations ici decrites peuvent etre 
utilisees en pratique it la fois pour une estimation a 
posteriori de l'erreur faite en calculant la biomasse et 
pour la preparation de prospect ions sur la base 
d'estimations a priori des caracteristiques statistiques 
du champ de dem;lte des concentrat.ions. RUes peuvent 
fournir une base pour le contr81e operatoire des 
prospections. 
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Resurnen 

Se han deducido correlaciones simples que expresan la 
dependencia del error relativo de muestreo en la 
estimacion de biomasa (obtenida de una prospeccion) de 
las caracteristicas estadisticas del campo de densidad 
de las concentraciones de peces y de los parametros de 
de la prospeccion en si, utilizandose la estadistica 
matematica y los metodos de calculo de probabilidades. 
La estimacion de biomasa se determina como el producto 
de la densidad promedio para la region bajo estudio y el 
area de esta region. Para una prospeccion 
hidroacustica, los parametros de anisotropia, el radio 
de correlacion a 10 largo de secciones transversales y 
el coeficiente de variacion sirven como caracteristicas 
de campo de las cuales depende el error. La direccion 
de la prospeccion con respecto al eje de la elipse de 
correlacion y la frecuencia de las secciones 
transversales sirven como parametros de prospeccion. 
Las relaciones aqui descriptas pueden ser usadas en la 
practica para una estimacion a posteriori del error 
cometido al calcular la biomasa, asi como para la 
planificacion de una prospeccion sobre la base de 
estimaciones a priori de las caracteristicas 
estadisticas del campo de densidad de las 
concentraciones. Las mismas podrian proporcionar una 
base para el control operativo de las prospecciones. 

Pe310Me 

npOCTble COOTHoweHHn, Bblpa)Ka~He 3aBHCHMOCT b 
OTHOCHTenbHoA oWH6KH Bbl60PKH npH oqeHKe 
6HOMaCCbl (no ~aHHbIM C'beMKH) OT CTaTHCTHqeCKHX 
xapaKTepHCTRK nonH nnOTHOCTH KOHqeHTpaqHA pbl6b1 
H OT napaMeTpOB caMoA C'beMKH, 6bInH BblBeAeHbl C 
nOMO~b~ MaTeMaTHqeCKOA CTaTHCTHKH H MeTOAa 
paCqeTOB C yqeTOM TeopHH BepOHTHOCTeA. OqeHKa 
6HOMaCCbI onpeAenneTcn KaK npOH3Be~eHHe cpe~HeA 
nnOTHOCTH no paCCMaTpHBaeMOMY paAOHY H nno~a~H 
3Toro paAOHa. B cnyqae rHAPoaKYCTHqeCKOA 
C'beMKH napaMeTpbl aHH30TponHH, paAHYC 
KoppennqHH B~onb pa3pe30B H K03~HqHeHTbI 
BapHaTHBHOCTH CnY>KaT xapaKTepHCTHKaMH nonH, OT 
KOTOPblX 3aBHCHT oWH6Ka. HanpaBneHHe C'beMKH no 
OTHoweHR~ KOCH KoppenHqHoHHoro 3nnHnca H 
qaCTOTa pa3pe30B (ceKqRA) CnY>KaT napaMeTpaMH 
C'beMKH. OnHcaHHble 3AeCb COOTHoweHHH MoryT Ha 
npaKTHKe Hcnonb30BaTbCH KaK~nH nocne~y~ero 

onpeAeneHHH oum6KH, c~enaHHoA npH BblqHCneHHH 
BenHqRHbl 6HOMaCCbl, TaK H AnH nnaHHpOBaHHn 
C'beMOK Ha OCHOBe npe~BapHTenbHoA oqeHKH 
CTaTHCTHqeCKHX xapaKTepHCTHK nonH nnOTHOCTH 
KOHqeHTpaqHH. 3TO MO)KeT CTaTb OCHOBOA AnH 
onepaTHBHoro KOHTponH npH IlpOBe~eHH~ C'beMOK. 
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1. Introduction 

Estimates of fishing objects biomass are the main result of 

hydroacoustic and trawl surveys. Since these estimates cause a 

certain effect 'on making decisions which very often have a con

siderable economic and ecological meaning, it is necessary to 

supply them with ,confidence intervals indicating the limits of 

possible errors with desired probability. Thus, it is important 

to find out on whioh parameters of survey and statistical charac

teristics of fishing objects the error of the obtained biomass 

estimate might depend and how this dependence can be expressed 

mathematically with account for the probability nature of the 

estimate in question. 

If such a dependence has been revealed, it would be possible 

to solve an inverse and quite important from the practical point 

of view problem of determining parameters of optimal survey allo

wing u~ to estimate biomass, the error of which does not exceed 

the defined level with desired probability. 

Thi$., paper is devoted to all these problems. 

2. Basic relationships 

Let ue at first confine to the easiest and most widespread 

method of e9timating biomass 8 in a region under consideration: 
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/3 =.f S ,where S is region area, and'p is average surface 

density of concentartions in it, determined using materials ob

tained through "instant" (i.e. rather short in time) regular sur

vey_ In this case, if not to consider the so-called errors of 

measurement (which can be assumed as known) introduced by the 

method of obtaining init1alinfo:rmation, one should regard re

lative error 8' of estimat" f3 as a sampling relative error 

of the estimate of average density jD • In case of hydroacous

tic survey, nei.ther B f nor 0' do depend on integration inter

val (if using an echointegrator). That is why in this context 

echo surveys can be considered similarly to trawl surveys, assu

ming that in case of both these types pf survey the choice of 

information is performed in knots (intersections)of a regular 

rectangular grid covering the region under examination, with steps 

Iz,r and A'V t along coordinate axes:Z: and !I, connected with 

direction of survey (for short, these points will be called knots). 

The difference between them lies in the tact that in case of trawl 

survey steps Ax and ~!I are usual.ly close to each other in their 

values (A~~JfV) , while in case of echo survey one of the steps 

(further on It. x ), corresponding to the ·distance covered by a 

vessel between two successive echo pulses, is much less that the 

other one ( "i. ) which represents a distance between irZl.n$ect~(sec
tioll8} s ftx« A. ~. 

In the majority of cases fishing objects concentration den

sity fields have a typical patch-like structure, at the same time 

certain patcheswit.h a higher dens"ity have irregular shapes, are 

arranged in disorder (they can get rearranged in big aggregations 

or drift apart at distances considerably exceeding their own sizes); 
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density within one patch, as well as its. shape, are subject to 

random perturbations. Thus when speaking about "instant" survey 

of a large aquatorium, in the first approximation one can consider 

concentration density jJ as a stationary, i.e. independent on 

time, hooogeneous random field. 

Isotr~pic fields 

Let us at first assume that field .f (X~~) is an isotropic 

one~ This ie typical of concentrations densiwfields in open 

ocean regions, far from shelves, jet currents, equator and other 

physio-geographical factors which can give rise to the existing 

specified directions. Homogeneous isotropic field ~ has got one 

and the same dispersion J)f for !ill its points, and its normali

zed correlation function A;characterizing statistical inter

dependency of f values in any ·two points, depends itself only 

on distance ~ between them: A= /I ('t). Correlation radius R, 
the minimum distance at which correlation between density values 

becomes negligible, is a vivid characteristic of field corr~lation 

properties (L e. of the function A). In the general cas e, this 

radius depends on direction, but for isotropic field R= const, 

so all P9ints in whioh density correlates with density in a fix

ed point, are in fact ooncentrated within the circle of radius I? 
(oalled oorrelation circle) with its centre in this fixed point. 

We shall need two more values besides f? : 
R 

at = ff~2 JIAtz)dx d!f=-jx Jrt Af'z)d't, 
UJ 0 

(1) 

R 

az = ; ! A ('"0 d 1. . (2) 
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These values represent integral average values of A over 

correlation circle U) and correlation radius, respectively. 

Finally, we shall assume values ~ x ,hj- and R to be small 

enough as compared to the size of region under examination (in 

reality, it is exactly the situation). This will allow us to 

consider all knots as "equal in rights", neglecting differen

ces between internal points and those belonging to boundary st

rip. 

According to a. relation, well-known in mathematical statis

ticZ' dispersion:bT of the estimate of average density F == 

=?: f i / N calculated for all knots (IV is the general num
/,21 

ber of knots), is expressed by the double sum 

1 N 11 

:lJE = A/2 ZZt Ki}' , 
.r /v z=f J= 

where /{i) = JJf A ('lij) are correlation moments of field.! for 

the i -th and j -th knots, 'l ij is the distance between 

these knots. One can repla.ce N::::. SI !z.;c It! in (J) (note that in 

case of arbitrary configuration of the region under examination, 

this relationship ie, generally speaking, approximate, though 

it is as accurate as smaller the steps hz and hi are). Ta

king into account "equality in rights" of all knots one can 

fix any internal knot with number i then using the fact 

that the field ~ is isotropic, the formula () can be rewrit

ten in a different form: 
1) . .¥ 

lJ =~, h ~ A('l.,.) 1 S nx !f 'Ft l-J. 

In case of trawl survey stations are usually installed far

between, thuB, by the order of mag~tude grid steps are no less 

than the correlation radius: /z,x ~ R, hlf ;(:. R. • In this case 
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A ('lit )=1 (as 7.ii =0) t and at i =J j all values of A ('Zz,j) 

are practically zero, so from (4) we obtain: 

(5) 

This 1'6latioship written in the form:/)1 =1}1N is well

known and often used when processing independent experiments 

(see, for example, Venttsel, 1962). 

In the other limiting cese which seemB to be not ever rea 

lized in practice and which, however, is very important for 

understanding the main reaul ts of the work, when !z. <K R and 
IV N X 

~tL «R ,expression Ifx Au ? i=, Af'lii)' being a part of (4), 
<f tf t.z.! J~ r 

can be replaced with high acouracy by integral of J7 over 

correlation circle. In other words, using (1), the equality (4) 

can be rewritten in the form! 

(6) 

Hydroacouetic survey occupies an intermediate position 

between the two abovedeaoribed cases: now I'z.I. «f<. , If, z R , 
and thus, density in the i -th knot correlates only with den

sity in knots located on the same track at a distance no more 
"" than R. That is why, when replacing expression hxj; A(~j)/2 by 

the integral of AT over correlation radius, we obtain out of 

(1) and (4) : 

Since estimate of average density j? is a random value 

distributed according to a normal law ( AI is large) , its ab

solute error C depends on confidence probability f3 and 
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6.1 = v:t>; which is a standard deviation of p 
c= t." By 0 (8) 

In (8) tft'= ~ C:P-(;J and CP-(P) is Laplace's inverse func

tion of defined confidence probability J3; tables of values 

tp depending on ~ can be found in any book on mathemati

cal statistics. 

Thus, passing from c. to relative error d=E/f, from 

(5) - (8) we obtain the following relationships; 

at h.x ~ R, hff;Z1? (tr~wl. survey) 

8' = tf3 if (hx 17-y /S , (9) 

It, «R ("superfrequent" survey) 
'I . 

0'= tf3 Gl/ R/IS, (10) 

ft1/ ~ R (hydroacoustic survey) 

0'= tft CvlRftfl/S ., (11 ) 

where t; = V.1fa( , c = £12 ad'. and lJ'= ~ /f ie the variation 

coefficient of density field JP . N0te that, if correlation 

properties of fields under examination are similar, i.e. when 

reduced to normalized argumant, z~R ,their correlation 

functions coincide, then 6 and C are universal constants. 

From (9) - (11) it is clear that the minimum possible er

ror is practically obtained in case of Bteps (hx and h../I 
for trawl survey or ~* - for hydroacouetic survey) of the 

order of R (or s~e le8s~ "superfrequent" survey is ineffici

ent because in this case (expression (10» the error does not 

depend on ~x and ~/I ,i.e. it doee not decrease with the 
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growth of the number of knots. 

Expressions (9) - (11) represent desired dependencee of 

biomaas estimate error on survey parameters and isotropio fi

eld statistical characteristice. Consequently, when resolving 

equality (9) relative to Az AV » and (11) - relativ.~ to fty • 
we can obtain mathematical basis tor survey optimal planning. 

Thus, if it.is necessary to estimate biomaaa ot fishing objects 

in a certain region ot the open ocean with the help ot hydco

acoustic survey with such accuracy that relative error should 

not exceed defined level Ll with probability f3, and if a 

privri estimate of tr is accurate enough, then distance b~tween 

transed.s Av ia to be taken from the following condition: 

( 12) 

Anisotropic fields 

Up to now we have been discussing isotropio density tields. 

Howeyer,quite simple geol!!.strio oonsiderations allow us to apply 

r9a~~a obtained to anisotropic fieldB in ~hich one can 3?ecifJ 

two th~t 

one of them ccrrel~tion radius i~ m~~imu~. ~d along the other 

one - it is minimum •. Such a situation occurs. for example, when 

survey ie being carried out in shelf waters where medium, and, 

correspondingly, concentration characteristics change insignif

icantly along the shelf, and change considerably - in perpendi

cular direction. In this case, correlation circle gets deformed 

and becomes an ellipse, large and small radii of which we shall 
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denote as RH and Rm • It is olear that now error 8' 0&11 

depend on anisotropy index le =-RI"! 1Rm ~ 1 and survey direction 

which we f:3hall define by angle C<. between axia X and the 

largs ~s of oorrelation ellipse. Introducing symbols Rx. 
-RMI!1c2:5in 2

c(.+ Co~~ and R,= R,./(f(/CfJJ 2
ol.+jin1:J.. for oorrelation 

radii in directiona of X- and 1/- a..-tea, as well a'IJllx-It,RmlRi 
and ~= ~ Rm/R:a for the aizes ot a'rectangle with sides 

being parallel to axes X and fj and embracing this ellipse, 

similarly to the abovedescribed we obta:1.n three variants o.f 

survey, ft Z H and ~ ~ H' ,. "-z.« H:x. and hit « H lL 
.t: X • 1- j- v ',f 

!;« Hx and h/l ~ H, . At the same time relationship (9) 

does not ch3.l1ge, constants t and C remain the same, and 

R in (10) ia :replaced by VR",Rm • For hydroacousi;1c sur

vey (the third variant) we hava instead of (11) and (12): 

thus when dete~ning the accuracy of biomaas estimate ons has 

to know correlation ra.dius only along trs,71sects Since it depends 

on le 3.D.d ex, ar:;:oor d and ~lcwad d.i3tance between trC!.I1SfCl5 

h/l alao depend on this parl!Illeters. Ior example, when hy ia 

pondingly, the ma:timum distance between tranSec'Bproviding tor de

sired ac~uracy with defined probability, corresponds to such a 

direction ot survey when cl.90o. 

3. Discussion 

One CM also present some other generalizationa ot the 
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abovedescribed approach, and, in particular, for non-homogene

ous fields which can be expanded into sum of deterministic oom

ponent (for ahort, we shall call it a tread) and homogeneous 

random component (noise). However, such a generalization demands 

more complex mathematical constructions, since, formally, in 

this case, the sampling error, that has already been mentioned 

here, is connected only with the random component, and, con

sequently, does not characterize the whole error in biomass 

estimate completely enough. Thus, .if noise were small as oom

pared to trend, the first place would be occupied by the error 

caused by the approximate method of estimating biomass (in this 

case - by substituting a final sum for double integral of trend). 
'" 

Fortunately, as it has already been mentioned, in practice there 

usually takes place an inverse relation between deterministic 

and random components. 

ReBults of numerical (computer) experiments on Simulating 

surve~ of various isotropic fie lds of one size t.l3 .. const 

wi th ohe and the same step along transects !z.x" const (Kalikhman 

et al., 1986, fig •. 2), allow us to realize that dependences 

derived here are quite universal; these model fields are repre

sented by 50x50 numerical matrices and in general have weak 

autocorrelation.When analysing these data, it is convenient to 

use relative distance betweenirz;hs(!ct<; Iz'j/l instead of h!l' 
Survey carried out with the help of this discrete model 

can be interpreted as hydroacoustic or trawl survey with sta

tions installed frequent along tra.nsect~ - from the abovesaid it 

is clear that it depends on correlat±on properties of fields 
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being simulated. However, in any case, if error Cl in biomass 

estimate obeys dependence (9) or (11), then (since .s ~d h:c 
are ,constant) values $"= o/o-!A.;t,;2' ~ correspolliing to each expe

riment , should be proportional to t; with coefficient of 

proportion constant for every field; in this case empirical 

probabili ty J is defined as a ratio ns /n of the number ns 
of experiments in which S does not exceed the given level, 

and the total number rL of experiments. Check-up with the help 

of these data showed that it ie true (see fig.1). Moreover, from 

the f~g.1 it is clea~ that ~eiatiiBhip 5 = frtp or(which is 

the same) 0'= 'fr ~ V-Iftjl/t, where Cfr ~ 0.15·, is satisfied 

with food accuracy. Thus, coefficient of proportion is actu

ally the same for all model fields, despite the fact that they 

have different (in some cases rather Bignificant) trend. 

Also note, that in data used (Kalikhman et al., 1986) va-

lue () represents an average error for several methods of 

timating 13, including via expreeeion 8 = P ,s, and this 

es.;., 

me-

ans that relationships similar to those derived in this paper, 

are valid for other methods of estimating biomass. 

4. Conclusion 

Results mentioned here can be used in practice both for a 

posteriori estimation of relati ve error in biomaes estimate by 

means of survey matherials and for survey optimal planning, i.e. 

determining its parameters by already known estimates of field 

statistical characteristics, allowed error and desired confi

dence probability. In last case, if there are not enough a pri-
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ori data of this kind, one can use the method of operative oont

rol, when all the necessary field oharaoteristice are being de

termined and gradually checked in the course of eurvey iiself. 

According to them, on the basis of dependences offered, eurvey 

parameters are ohosen and detailed, and survey ie g.t'adually be

ing transformed into an optimal regime. In thie oaee, }lowever, 

one ehould take into account the fact that if this prooess ta

kes too long and survey is transformed into optimal regime too 

late (or doee not have time at all to get transformed into it), 

then biomaes esti~ate error might turn out to be higher than 

that desired for defined confidence probability. 
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List of Symbols 

- normalized correlation tunction of the !ieldjO 

- biomass·or ita estimate 

- dispersion of the field P 
- dispersion of P 

hx,h!l - grid steps along axes X and !I 
1 
K·· t) 

l 
N 
R 

- anisotropy- index 

- correlation moment 

- size of a model field 

- number of the grid knots (size of a sample) 

- correlation radius of an isotropic field 

RH,Rm - large and small correlation radii 

I?x - correlation radius in the direction of: tracks 

S - area of the region under survey-

if - variation coefficient 

X, f/ - coordinate axes (the survey transec1S al1?parallel to X -axis) 

ex. - angle between axis X and the large axis of the corre-
lation ellipse 

ft - confidence probability 

C' - relative sampling error of biomaBs estimate 

Ll - desired relative accurancy of a survey 

E - absolute sampling error of biomass estimate 

p - surface density of concentrations 

Jf - average density (over the region under survey) 

Op standard deviation of .P 
qJ-ffJ - Laplace's inverse function on} 
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Fig.1. Dependence of value S ==. !j)f!'1A~/t' on ift t 

points are experimental data, straight line is the 

graph of equation .5 .. 0.15 tj3 
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Figura 1 
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Leqende de la figure 

Dependance de la valeurs ='S/V/hr/l sur tfl : les points 
correspondent a des donnees experimentales, la ligne droite 
est le graphe de l'equation =O,15t. 

Leyenda de la Figura 

Dependencia del valor~ =c/vjhy/l de ta : 105 puntos 
corresponden a datos experimentales, la linea recta es el 
grafico de la ecuacion =O.15t . 

liQ&nHch K PHCYHKY 

3aBHcHMoCT h Bem{LfHHhJ i::, =lS/vjhyll OT t,; 
TOLfKH - AaHHwe BKcnepHMeHToB, rrpHMaH nHHHH -
~pa~HK ypaBHeHHH = O,15t . 


